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I. INTRODUCTION

On June 8th, 2009, the United States Supreme Court issued its decision in Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co.¹ The Caperton decision was important because it marked the first time any American court ruled that the Constitution’s guarantee of due process required a judge’s recusal, if that judge received a disproportionate amount of financial support from a litigant in an election campaign.² This was true, although states had been popularly electing judges and litigants had been able to financially support their campaigns, since 1832.³ Judicial recusal to avoid conflicts of interest has been a part of the American legal landscape from its inception. The idea that judges should not preside over cases in which their financial interests were at stake traveled with the common law to England’s North American colonies and became a part of American legal tradition.⁴ Over decades, the grounds for recusal expanded beyond the narrow grounds originally prohibited by England’s common law, as the United States developed its own common law,⁵ and as the states and the federal government enacted statutes that made more conflicts of interest subject to judicial recusal.⁶ However, until Caperton, financially supporting judges in their election campaigns through lawful means had not been seen as creating a conflict of interest that called a judge’s impartiality into question.

Caperton prompted a bevy of predictions from journalists, activists, academics, and judges about what its implications would be for judicial elections, and judicial recusal rules generally, throughout the United States’ judicial system. The dissenting justices in Caperton expressed fear that the reputation of state courts would be undeservedly brought into disrepute and that a loss of public confidence in the judiciary would be the result.⁷ Outside of the Court,

---

³ PHILIP L. DUBOIS, FROM BALLOT TO BENCH: JUDICIAL ELECTIONS AND THE QUEST FOR ACCOUNTABILITY 3 (1980).
⁵ See generally Geyh, supra note 4, at 680–81.
⁶ Id.
some predicted that Caperton would not be followed by lower courts because of its extreme facts or because of its unworkable standards. Some others opined that Caperton would lead to the “federalization” of state recusal law, while others believed that Caperton would spur states to reform their recusal procedures. Some hoped that the decision would highlight the significant sums of money being spent in judicial election campaigns and encourage the use of public financing in these elections. Some feared that the decision could mean the end of judicial elections.

By surveying state and federal case law, and by looking at changes in state judicial recusal rules, this study will examine how Caperton was received. Overall, the survey reveals that federal and state courts chose not to use Caperton as a vehicle for changing judicial ethics rules: less than 250 published cases even mentioned Caperton, and in only one of those cases did a court find that a litigant’s due process rights had been violated because of disproportionate financial support for the judge’s campaign. The survey also revealed that among the 40 states that hold judicial elections, and that did not already have rules addressing judges presiding over cases involving contributors before 2009, only 15 states adopted statutes or ethics rules that establish a duty of recusal in some situations when a case involves lawyers or litigants who have contributed to a judge’s campaign, and that only four of those states adopted a rule that resembled the American Bar...
This Article also suggests several factors that might have contributed to the reception that \textit{Caperton} received in the nation’s courts and state legislatures. First, \textit{Caperton}’s reception in the courts can be partially explained by the language used in the opinion of the Court. Scholars have long understood that state and federal courts can blunt the impact of a Supreme Court decision by distinguishing it from the cases before it or by narrowing it to its facts.\textsuperscript{15} However, recent scholarship suggests that the Court can induce greater compliance with its decisions in the lower courts by using specific types of language in its opinions, and this Article suggests that \textit{Caperton} could be an example of the Court exercising this kind of control.\textsuperscript{16} Second, this Article adopts judicial recusal laws to address campaign finance conflicts of interest by testing the hypothesis that the likelihood of reform efforts was linked to perceived levels of corruption in state government.\textsuperscript{17}

Part II of the Article will discuss \textit{Caperton}’s facts, along with the opinion of the Court and the dissenting opinions. Part III will discuss predictions that were made by the justices, academics, state court judges, and others about \textit{Caperton}’s impact. Part IV will examine how \textit{Caperton} has been interpreted and applied by state and federal courts in its first decade, along with the states’ legislative and regulatory responses to the judicial conflict of interest problem that it highlighted. Part V offers explanations for \textit{Caperton}’s reception at the state level. Specifically, it presents an argument about how the wording of the Court’s opinion in \textit{Caperton} might explain its reception in the judiciary. It also presents a model to test the hypothesis that perceived levels of government corruption might have influenced states’ decisions about whether to reform their judicial ethics rules during the decade. Part VI offers final thoughts about future research questions and a possible future scenario under which \textit{Caperton} could become a more influential decision.

\textbf{II. AN EXTRAORDINARY CASE BORN OF EXTRAORDINARY FACTS}

\textit{Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co.} was a case born of extraordinary facts. It started when Hugh Caperton, the lead plaintiff,\textsuperscript{18} sued A.T. Massey Coal Co. and its affiliates for fraudulent misrepresentation, concealment, and tortious.

\textsuperscript{14} See infra Section IV.A. \\
\textsuperscript{15} See infra Section IV.C. \\
\textsuperscript{16} See infra Section IV.C. \\
\textsuperscript{17} See infra Sections IV.C, V.A–V.B. \\
\textsuperscript{18} The other plaintiffs in the case were Harman Development Corp., Harman Mining Corp., and Sovereign Coal Sales. See Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co., 556 U.S. 868, 872 (2009).
interference with existing contractual relations in West Virginia. In August 2002, a jury awarded the plaintiffs $50 million in compensatory and punitive damages. The trial court denied Massey’s motion to have the verdict and damage award set aside in June 2004 and denied its motion for judgment as a matter of law in March 2005.

As the state’s only appellate court, the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia (“West Virginia Supreme Court”) would consider any appeal that Massey filed. Hoping to improve Massey’s chances of winning on appeal, Don Blankenship, Massey’s chairman and chief-executive officer, decided to intervene in the state’s upcoming supreme court elections in fall 2004. In that election, Democratic Justice Warren R. McGraw was seeking reelection against a Republican challenger, Brent Benjamin. Blankenship began a campaign to unseat McGraw, charging that McGraw was bad for the business climate in West Virginia and criticizing him for voting to release a convicted sex offender.

Blankenship went to extraordinary lengths to elect Benjamin. He gave $1,000 in direct contributions to Benjamin’s campaign, which was the maximum allowed under state law. He also gave $2.5 million to a non-profit organization called “And for the Sake of the Kids.” The organization took advantage of a provision of the federal tax code which allowed it to raise unlimited funds to engage in political advocacy without having to pay federal income taxes. Blankenship hired a political consultant to run “And for the Sake of the Kids,” which ended up raising and spending a total of $3.7 million to elect Benjamin. Blankenship spent an additional $500,000 in independent campaign expenditures in support of Benjamin and gave $100,000 to another political action committee.
that was also working to defeat McGraw.31 In total, Blankenship spent over $3 million to elect Benjamin, which was more than the amount spent by all other Benjamin supporters combined, and three times the amount that Benjamin’s campaign spent.32 Benjamin ultimately unseated McGraw 53.3% to 46.7% in the November general election.33

In October 2005, Caperton moved to disqualify the newly elected Justice Benjamin from participating in the case, even before Massey petitioned for an appeal.34 Caperton argued that Blankenship’s support for Benjamin created a conflict of interest that required Benjamin’s disqualification under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the West Virginia Code of Judicial Conduct.35 In April 2006, Justice Benjamin denied the motion to disqualify himself, claiming that he had not been presented with any “objective information” indicating that he was biased against either side in the case.36

Massey filed its petition for appeal to the West Virginia Supreme Court in December 2006.37 The court granted the petition, and, in November 2007, reversed the $50 million verdict against Massey, three-to-two, with Justice Benjamin casting the deciding vote in favor of Massey.38 Caperton sought a rehearing, and both Massey and Caperton moved for disqualification of three of the five justices who decided the case: Justice Benjamin, Justice Elliot Maynard, and Justice Larry Starcher.39 Justice Maynard granted Caperton’s motion, acknowledging that he had vacationed with Blankenship while the case was pending, and Justice Starcher granted Massey’s motion, acknowledging that he had publicly criticized Blankenship’s involvement in Justice Benjamin’s 2004 election.40 Of the three justices, only Justice Benjamin refused to disqualify himself from the case.41 The court granted the rehearing with Justice Benjamin assuming the role of acting chief justice.42 In that capacity, he appointed two lower court judges to replace the recused justices.43 Caperton then made a third motion for Justice Benjamin’s disqualification, arguing that Justice Benjamin

32 Caperton, 556 U.S. at 873.
33 See id.
34 Id. at 873–74.
35 Id.
36 Id. at 874.
37 Id.
38 Id.
39 Id. at 874–75.
40 See id. at 874–75.
41 Id.
42 Id. at 875.
43 Id.
had applied the wrong standard for disqualification under West Virginia law, and citing opinion polling evidence that two-thirds of West Virginians doubted his ability to be impartial in this case. Justice Benjamin again refused to withdraw from the case.

The reconstituted court again divided three–two in favor of Massey in April 2008, with Justice Benjamin again in the majority. In July 2008, Caperton petitioned the Supreme Court of the United States for a writ of certiorari to review the West Virginia Supreme Court’s decision overturning the plaintiffs’ verdict, which the Court granted.

A. The Supreme Court’s Opinion and the Dissents

The Court considered Caperton’s claims that the Due Process Clause gave him a right to an impartial tribunal and that Blankenship’s overwhelming efforts to elect Justice Benjamin created a probability of bias in favor of Blankenship that violated this right. A five-justice majority decided the case in Caperton’s favor. Writing for the Court, Justice Anthony Kennedy rooted his opinion in the Court’s previous decisions regarding due process and judicial disqualification. He began by noting that at common law, judges were required to recuse themselves when they had “a direct, personal, substantial, pecuniary interest” in the case and that this principle was enshrined in the Constitution’s due process guarantee. Kennedy then noted two additional situations in which the Court previously held that recusal was mandated by the Due Process Clause. The first situation was when a judge had a financial interest in the outcome of a case that was not as direct as that required by common law. The situation that typifies such a conflict is when a judge receives compensation for finding a defendant guilty. Summarizing the Court’s cases involving these situations, Kennedy claimed that the mere existence of an incentive to be biased against a litigant constituted a due process violation; proof of actual bias was not required.

The second situation in which the Court held that recusal was mandated by the Due Process Clause was when a judge had a conflict of interest in a case arising from the judge’s participation in an earlier proceeding in the same case.

---

44 Id.
45 Id.
46 Id.
47 See id. at 875–76.
48 Brief for Petitioners at 3, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22).
49 Id. at 15–16.
50 Caperton, 556 U.S. at 872, 876.
51 Id. at 877–78.
52 Id. at 877 (citing Tumey v. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510, 520 (1927)).
53 Id. at 878.
As an example, Kennedy mentioned the Court’s decision in *Mayberry v. Pennsylvania*, 54 which concerned a judge who found a defendant guilty of several counts of criminal contempt for repeatedly insulting the same judge during the defendant’s trial on different criminal charges. The Court overturned the contempt convictions in that case, stating that no judge “so cruelly slandered is likely to maintain that calm detachment necessary for fair adjudication,” 55 and held that contempt charges that carry serious punishment should be tried by a judge different from the one that presided in the proceedings where the contempt took place. 56 Kennedy used *Mayberry*, and other cases involving similar conflicts of interest, to reinforce his argument that the Court had long held that the Due Process Clause’s guarantee of a fair tribunal could be violated without demonstrating that a judge was actually biased against a litigant. 57

Claiming to have identified the common thread that bound together the Court’s earlier opinions regarding due process and recusal, Kennedy derived the standard that he would apply in *Caperton*. 58 Under this standard, due process demanded recusal whenever ‘‘under a realistic appraisal of psychological tendencies and human weakness,’ the interest [of the judge in the case] ‘poses such a risk of actual bias . . . that the practice must be forbidden if the guarantee of due process is to be adequately implemented.’’ 59 Applying this standard, Kennedy listed the facts that he thought demonstrated that Benjamin should have recused himself. Although he noted that “[n]ot every campaign contribution by a litigant or attorney creates a probability of bias that requires a judge’s recusal, . . . this is an exceptional case.’’ 60 Kennedy concluded that Blankenship’s campaign efforts had a “significant and disproportionate influence” in helping Benjamin win the election, placing emphasis on the fact that Blankenship spent three times more during the campaign to help Benjamin than all other Benjamin supporters combined. 61 Kennedy also noted that the timing of Blankenship’s intervention was important because it was reasonably foreseeable that if Benjamin won, he would be one of the five justices that would decide Massey’s appeal. 62 Taken together, the disproportionate amount of financial support that Blankenship gave to Benjamin and the timing of the contributions created a probability of actual bias that violated Caperton’s right to due process. 63

54 400 U.S. 455 (1971).
55 Id. at 465.
56 Id. at 469.
57 *Caperton*, 556 U.S. at 881.
58 See id. at 883.
59 Id. at 883–84 (quoting Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35, 47 (1975)).
60 Id. at 884.
61 Id.
62 Id. at 886.
63 Id. at 886–87.

https://researchrepository.wvu.edu/wvlr/vol124/iss1/5
It is important to note that in his opinion, Kennedy used the word “extreme” four times to describe the facts in Caperton and the words “extraordinary” and “exceptional” once each. Kennedy also observed that the parties could not name another judicial election where a judge received such disproportionate support from a litigant. Notably, Kennedy wrote that “extreme cases often test the bounds of established legal principles,” but that it was the same extremity of their facts that made them more likely to transgress constitutional limits, and that all of the cases in which it found that due process required recusal were cases involving extreme facts. Caperton was meant to provide an objective standard for courts to apply that would, in part, help them to distinguish the extreme facts of cases like Caperton from situations that were less extreme and, therefore, did not rise to the level of a constitutional violation.

As if to further downplay the applicability of the Court’s opinion in future cases, Kennedy repeatedly noted that this decision would not displace state ethics rules as the primary source of regulation for judicial campaign conduct, and made clear that states were free to adopt ethical standards for judges that were more rigorous than the minimum standards required by due process. Kennedy concluded his opinion with the following prediction: “Because the codes of judicial conduct provide more protection than due process requires, most disputes over disqualification will be resolved without resort to the Constitution. Application of the constitutional standard implicated in this case will thus be confined to rare instances.”

Chief Justice John Roberts’ dissent, which was joined by three other justices, focused mainly on the supposed tidal wave of litigation that the Court’s opinion might set loose upon the American judiciary. Roberts charged that the Court created a rule under which the probability of a judge’s bias dictated whether that judge should recuse herself from a case, without any guidance about what level of probability of bias required recusal. Roberts predicted that the vagueness of the rule would invite a great number of recusal motions from litigants claiming that judges were biased against them, that many of these motions would be groundless, and that the increasing prevalence of these motions would lead to more public skepticism about the impartiality of the

64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Id. at 884.
67 Id. at 887.
68 Id.
69 Id.
70 Id. at 876, 889 (quoting FTC v. Cement Inst., 333 U.S. 683, 702 (1948)).
71 Id. at 889.
72 Id. at 890.
73 Id. at 890–91.
judiciary. Roberts then listed 40 questions that the Court’s opinion raised but did not answer, which was intended to illustrate how difficult it would be for lower courts to apply Kennedy’s objective standard test. Roberts noted the majority’s acknowledgement that Caperton’s facts were “extreme,” but he expressed doubt that this would stem the tide of recusal motions that he feared the decision would cause, noting that many litigants were not deterred by a low chance of success. Justice Antonin Scalia also wrote a dissent that echoed Roberts’ concern that Caperton would lead to a flood of recusal motions that would undermine public confidence in the courts.

III. PROGNOSTICATIONS AND PROPHECIES

Predictions about the implications of a Caperton victory came from many quarters. This part of the Article will discuss the most prominent predictions that were made about the consequences of a Caperton victory from outside of the Court.

A. A Flood of Caperton Motions

As discussed above, the Caperton dissenters were deeply concerned that the Court’s opinion would lead to an increase in the number of recusal motions. Furthermore, Massey and several amici gave similar concerns as reasons that the Court should not rule in favor of Caperton. On the other hand, the justices in the majority and some voices from academia cast doubt on the prospect of a dramatic increase in recusal motions if Caperton prevailed, saying

74 Id. at 891.
75 Id. at 893–98.
76 Id. at 889. (Roberts used the United States Supreme Court as an example, noting that although the Court granted certiorari on 1.1% of the petitions that it received the previous term, it received 8241 petitions).
77 See id. at 902–03.
78 Id. at 890–903.
79 See, e.g., Brief for Respondents at 44, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22); Brief James Madison Ctr. for Free Speech as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents at 24–26, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22); Brief of Law Professors Ronald D. Rotunda & Michael R. Dimino as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents at 15–17, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22); Brief of the State of Ala. et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents at 28–29, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22).
80 Caperton, 556 U.S. at 888.
that the facts of the case were very unusual and that no comparable situation had
ever arisen in which a judge was asked to preside over a case involving a litigant
who had given such a disproportionate level of financial support to that judge’s
campaign. Justice Kennedy pointed out that courts had not been flooded with
motions following its previous decisions regarding due process and judicial
recusal because lower courts recognized “the extreme facts those standards
sought to address.” 83

B. Caperton Will Encourage Reforms Aimed at Increasing Judicial
Independence

Some observers predicted that a ruling for Caperton would aid various
reform efforts that were aimed at increasing the independence and impartiality
of state courts. 84 The amicus brief filed by several interest groups in support of
Caperton cited a survey showing that 70% of Americans believed that campaign
contributions had some effect on judges’ decisions and that 62% believed that
wealthy people received different treatment in the justice system than everyone
else. 85 These interest groups argued that a ruling for Caperton would encourage
reform efforts in several ways. First, by making it clear that the Constitution
establishes a limit beyond which recusal is required, a ruling for Caperton would
encourage states to enact clarifying rules that would establish a maximum
amount in campaign contributions that a judge could receive from a litigant in a
specified time period before having to step aside from a case. 86 Also, these
groups argued that a ruling for Caperton would encourage states to adopt systems
of public finance for judicial election campaigns, and to adopt merit selection as
a system for selecting their judges. 87

C. Caperton Will Lead to the End of Judicial Elections

Some commentators argued that a ruling for Caperton could encourage
states to abandon judicial elections. For example, in their amicus brief supporting
the Massey Corporation, Professors Ronald Rotunda and Michael Dimino
claimed that asking courts to determine whether campaign support by a litigant
created an unconstitutionally high probability of bias could not easily co-exist

82 Caperton, 556 U.S. at 887.
83 Id. at 888.
84 E.g., Brandenburg, supra note 10, at 213–17 (2010) (arguing that Caperton put pressure on
states to undertake recusal reform and providing several examples); Sample, supra note 11, at 793.
85 Brief of Justice at Stake et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 11–12, Caperton,
556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22).
86 Id. at 13–14.
87 Id. at 14–16.
with judicial elections. The brief filed by several sitting and former state supreme court chief justices also suggested the incompatibility of the probability of bias standard with judicial elections, predicting increased difficulties with fundraising for judicial campaigns. This author also predicted possible problems with the continued viability of judicial elections after Caperton in light of the Court’s decision the following year in Citizens United v. FEC, in which the Court held that the First Amendment prohibited limits on independent election campaign spending by corporations and labor unions. Specifically, this author speculated that a significant increase in spending in judicial elections by corporations and unions could create more opportunities for Caperton-like situations in which judges received disproportionate financial support from a litigant, which would require recusal.

D. Caperton Will Lead to the “Federalization” of Judicial Recusal Rules

In their amicus brief in support of the Massey Corporation, seven states argued that a ruling for Caperton would effectively take away the power of the states to regulate recusal in their own courts. The states argued, quoting the Court in Microsoft Corporation v. United States, that the applicable recusal inquiry should be “an objective one, made from the perspective of a reasonable observer who is informed of all the surrounding facts and circumstances.” Given that there were different types of judicial elections, and different campaign spending norms across the United States, the states argued that the reasonable observer should take the perspective of a person in the state in question, as opposed to a federal perspective. The states feared that by ruling for Caperton, the Court would mandate the adoption of a federal perspective on judicial campaign norms that would weaken the states’ freedom to regulate their judiciaries. Fear of the federalization of recusal rules was echoed in academic quarters as well.

92 Id.
94 Id. at 11 (quoting Microsoft Corp. v. United States, 530 U.S. 1301, 1301 (2000)).
95 Id. at 11–12.
96 Id. at 13–14.
97 See Day, supra note 9, at 377.
E. Caperton Will Lead to the Delegitimization of the Courts

Some voices also predicted that a victory for Caperton would spell trouble for the judiciary’s reputation for impartiality. Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Scalia expressed fear of this outcome in their dissents.98 The James Madison Center for Free Speech echoed this prediction, saying that a flood of recusal motions would leave the public with the idea that most judges were corrupt and incapable of impartiality.99 An amicus brief by several state supreme court chief justices also noted that a victory for Caperton could damage public confidence in the courts because many of the resulting recusal motions and public accusations of bias would not be understood by the public to be baseless, even when they in fact had no merit.100 Furthermore, the chief justices’ brief also mentioned that judges would have to raise more money to fund public relations campaigns to counter the narrative that they were bought and paid for by their campaign backers, which would only reinforce the idea that judges were influenced by their campaign backers.101 The amicus brief filed by the states also noted that an increase in recusal motions would itself tarnish the reputation of the judiciary.102

F. Caperton Will Encourage Litigation Mischief

Another prediction was that a ruling for Caperton would lead attorneys and others who anticipated litigating in the state to spend money in judicial elections to avoid having a judge rule on cases in which they were involved. Routunda and Dimino expressed this concern in their brief,103 as did the James Madison Center, which worried that “a party can simply contribute to the campaigns of judges he believes are likely to rule against him, thus ensuring that these judges cannot hear his case.”104 The brief filed by the states also expressed similar fears that litigants would use a recusal standard that was based

98 Supra Section II.A.
99 Brief of James Madison Ctr. for Free Speech as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents at 25–26, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22).
100 Brief of Ten Current & Former Chief Justices & Justices Supporting Respondents at 18–21, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22).
101 Id. at 21.
102 Brief of the States of Ala. et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents at 36, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22).
104 Brief of James Madison Ctr. for Free Speech as Amicus Curiae at 27, Caperton, 556 U.S. 868 (No. 08-22).
on a probability of bias as a tool “to shape the court that will decide their disputes.”  

G. Caperton Will Have Little Impact on the Judiciary

Several commentators predicted that the Caperton decision would have a negligible effect on the judiciary because its test for deciding when due process demands recusal was so vague, or its facts would be seen as being so extreme, that courts would rarely find that recusal was required. Commenting on Caperton following the decision, Rotunda noted the “extreme” facts of the case and the difficulty of determining the probability that a judge is biased against a litigant. Specifically, he concluded the following: “We are not likely to see much principled growth from Caperton because the majority does not create a test of when the judge must disqualify himself. It simply lists various factors for the judge to consider.” A similar prognostication about Caperton’s lack of an impact was made by Bopp and Woudenberg, who argued that Caperton’s extreme facts would lead courts to avoid applying it in most cases, which would presumably not involve fact patterns of that extremity.

Professor Anthony Johnstone presented a different argument for Caperton’s future irrelevancy. Specifically, Johnstone predicted that Caperton would become irrelevant due to developments in campaign finance practices following Citizens United. Professor Johnstone wrote:

[Citizens United’s] deregulation of independent expenditures, and the subsequent proliferation of networked “outside groups” and “industry associations” engaged in campaign spending, makes an anachronism of the direct, disclosed, and overwhelming contributions at issue in Caperton. Now big donors hoping to influence the work of the courts enjoy a range of national and state-based conduits for campaign spending that are practically impossible to track for a litigant who might later have grounds for a recusal motion.

“Dark money” is another name for election spending and donations that have hidden sources by using non-profits as the conduits that Johnstone describes, so named because non-profits are not required to disclose the sources

106 Rotunda, supra note 8, at 68.
107 See Bopp & Woudenberg, supra note 8, at 327.
108 See Johnstone, supra note 8, at 121–22.
109 Id. at 120.
of their funding. In his article, Johnstone explained how a corporate CEO who wanted to support the election of sympathetic judges could do so, while reducing the chance that these judges would have to recuse themselves from cases involving the CEO or the company. Johnstone noted that the CEO could direct money from the corporate treasury to a non-profit industry lobbying group that would then give money to a political action committee (“PAC”), which would then make a contribution to another PAC or political non-profit that would contribute to the judicial candidates’ campaigns or engage in independent expenditures on the candidates’ behalf. Contributing through organizations in this way can attenuate the appearance of a link between the judge and the donor, thereby undercuts the argument that the judge might be biased in favor of the donor. The efficacy of this strategy was further enhanced by the decision of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in SpeechNow.org v. FEC, which invalidated limits on the amount of money that can be donated to non-profit organizations that engage in independent election advocacy.

IV. EXAMINING CAPERTON’S SMALLER THAN EXPECTED LEGACY

Ten years after Caperton, it is possible to gain a holistic picture of what the decision’s impact has been on judicial recusal rules, judicial selection, and judicial campaigns. It is possible to assemble this picture, in part, by looking at how federal and state courts interpreted and applied Caperton in cases in which litigants claimed rights violations under the decision. Other parts of the picture can be obtained by examining the number of states that changed their recusal rules to respond to the campaign conflicts of interest at issue in Caperton, along with the nature of the changes that those states made. Still more parts of the picture can come from looking at whether states have changed their judicial selection systems since Caperton.

The overall picture gathered from these pieces suggests that Caperton’s impact was stymied by a combination of factors. These factors include the following: (1) the unwillingness of state and federal courts to apply Caperton broadly and robustly to situations involving claimed conflicts of interest and (2) the failure of most state legislatures and state supreme courts to see a corrupting influence from contributions to judges that required significant changes in their recusal rules.

---


111 Johnstone, supra note 8, at 121.

112 See id.

113 599 F.3d 686 (D.C. Cir. 2010).

114 Id. at 696.

115 See infra Section IV.B.
A. Caperton’s Reception in the State and Federal Judiciary

To understand Caperton’s reception in the state and federal judiciary, the author surveyed all the cases that mentioned Caperton in a majority or concurring opinion in published, non-advisory decisions, from the date of Caperton’s publication in 2009 until the end of 2019. The cases were found by looking for references to Caperton using the LexisNexis database. This analysis focused on references to Caperton in majority or concurring opinions because these opinions dictate the outcome of the case, and because these are generally more influential as precedents than dissents.116 The study only examined published, non-advisory opinions, because unpublished opinions are generally not cited and are of limited precedential value,117 and because most states that issue advisory opinions prohibit their use as binding precedent.118

The results from the state courts present an interesting picture. There were 16 cases from 13 states where Caperton claims were made against judges because of campaign support that they received from litigants or their attorneys.119 In only one of the 16 cases, a court found that the judge should have recused himself under Caperton.120 Eighty-four state cases involved Caperton-based arguments to remove judges or other government decision-makers based on allegations of bias that did not involve contributions, and 77 cases involved situations where Caperton violations were claimed but were resolved under a different state or federal law.121

Two examples illustrate the aforementioned treatment of Caperton in state courts. In both instances, the state courts in question chose not to take the opportunities that these cases presented to interpret Caperton broadly so that it would apply to situations in which litigants spent relatively small amounts on behalf of a judge as a proportion of the total campaign spending for that judge. Further, the courts chose not to apply Caperton in additional situations where it arguably could have been applied instead of state recusal law. The first example is Williams v. Kisling, Nestico & Redick, L.L.C. (In re Breaux)122 in which a

119 To study the reception of Caperton in the lower courts, the author examined the subsequent legal treatment of (i.e. Shepardized) Caperton looking for published cases. These cases were then analyzed and categorized according to their treatment of Caperton and case type.
121 See supra note 119.
122 84 N.E.3d 1038 (Ohio 2017).
plaintiff in a civil action against Kisling, Nestico & Redick, L.L.C. ("KNR"), filed a motion to recuse the trial judge in the case, Judge Breaux, on the grounds that KNR made an in-kind donation of billboard space to Judge Breaux’s recent election campaign, which helped her defeat an incumbent judge.123 Judge Breaux and the plaintiff differed on what the fair market value of the use of the billboard was, and on how much money was contributed to her campaign, but the Supreme Court of Ohio accepted Judge Breaux’s claim that the value of the billboard space was $2,561.124 In deciding the case, the court described Caperton’s holding as requiring a judge’s recusal “when a person with a personal stake in a particular case had a significant and disproportionate influence in placing the judge on the case by raising funds or directing the judge’s election campaign when the case was pending or imminent.”125 Applying this “disproportionate influence” test, the Ohio court noted that it “could not see how” advertising space on the billboard could have a disproportionate influence on the outcome of an election, regardless of its value, and, therefore, denied that Caperton demanded Judge Breaux’s recusal.126 In failing to find a Caperton violation, the court also noted that the facts of the instant case were less “extreme” than those in Caperton and did not create an unconstitutional probability of actual bias.127 The other case, People v. Nguyen,128 was decided by the Supreme Court of California, and is a case that typifies those cases where a Caperton violation was claimed but that was resolved under a different law.129 In Nguyen, a criminal defendant facing the death penalty cited Caperton to support his claim that his trial judge was biased against him.130 Specifically, Nguyen argued that elected judges were inherently biased against capital defendants, out of fear of the political consequences of ruling in favor of such defendants.131 The California Supreme Court dismissed this argument, saying that Caperton was based on an extreme set of facts that created an unconstitutional probability of bias, and that since no such probability had been demonstrated in this case,132 the case should be resolved based on state law.133

123 Id. at 1038–1039.
124 Id. at 1039.
125 Id. at 1038–39 (quoting Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co., 556 U.S. 868, 884 (2009)).
126 Id. at 1039–40.
127 Id.
128 354 P.3d 90 (Cal. 2015)
129 Id. at 142.
131 Nguyen, 354 P.3d at 142.
132 Id.
133 See id. at 140–45.
As noted above, these two cases represent instances where state courts failed to take the opportunity to broaden Caperton’s holding to more situations, which, in turn, could have increased the impact of the case on each state’s law of recusal. Significantly, both courts pointed to the extremity of Caperton’s facts as a justification for limiting Caperton’s holding to its facts. As we shall see later, the U.S. Supreme Court sometimes leaves lower courts leeway to interpret its decisions in ways that the Court arguably did not intend, but that it seems to be able to limit this leeway by the language it uses in its opinions. These two cases are possible examples of instances where the language that the Court used in its opinion influenced lower courts to limit the use of that opinion as precedent.

The survey of lower federal court cases produced a similar picture. There were only five cases involving claims of Caperton violations by judges, and in no case did a court find that the judge had violated Caperton by refusing to recuse. Interestingly, none of these federal cases involved conflict of interest claims related to campaign contributions. There were 36 cases in which a Caperton violation was claimed but resolved under some other state or federal law. Also, Caperton was invoked in 30 state and 45 federal cases that did not involve any claim of bias or request for recusal, but mentioned Caperton as a case that stood for the constitutional guarantee of due process of law.

Caperton was cited in four U.S. Supreme Court cases. The Court mentioned Caperton in Citizens United, claiming that Caperton did not stand for the proposition that independent spending in elections undermines the public’s faith in democracy and that Caperton only addressed the issue of judicial recusal. Caperton was mentioned in Justice Kennedy’s concurrence in Nevada Commission on Ethics v. Carrigan, and by the Court in Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar, decisions in which the Court upheld the constitutionality of state judicial ethics rules against First Amendment challenges. In both instances, Caperton was cited as indicating the constitutional and political significance of the appearance of judicial impartiality. The Court has found a Caperton violation in only one case. In Williams v. Pennsylvania, the Court overturned a death sentence because one of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court justices that heard the case on appeal had been the head of the prosecutor’s office that sought the
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imposition of the death penalty on the petitioner. The Court applied Caperton’s objective test and found an unacceptable risk of bias in this situation.

B. State Changes to Recusal Rules After Caperton

A discussion of Caperton’s influence on judicial recusal rules must start with the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Model Code of Judicial Conduct. The ABA has issued model judicial ethics rules since 1924, and most states have adopted some version of those model rules. Since 1999, the ABA has included a provision in the Model Code that requires judges to recuse themselves from a case when a judge knows or is informed that a lawyer or a litigant has made more than a specified amount in campaign contributions to the judge over a given number of years, with the amounts and the time periods left to the states to decide. This provision was initially Canon 3(E)(1)(e), but now it is known as Rule 2.11(A)(4). Before Caperton was decided in 2009, Alabama, Mississippi, and Alaska had ethics rules that addressed judges presiding over cases involving campaign contributors. Many supporters of judicial campaign finance reform believed that a ruling for Caperton would encourage states to adopt some version of Rule 2.11(A)(4), or some other rules clarifying when recusal was required when lawyers or litigants had spent money to secure a judge’s election. They argued that states would want to define the circumstances giving rise to recusal for themselves, which would presumably be preferable to leaving the matter for the courts, which might set vague and uncertain boundaries. Although the ABA model rule did not address

141 Brandon A. Mullings, Impropriety of Last Resort: A Proposed Ethics Model for the U.S. Supreme Court, 58 How. L.J. 891, 896 (2015).
144 Id.
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147 ALASKA CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, CANON 5(C) cmt. (1998).
148 Note that in March 2009, while Caperton was pending, Kansas adopted a rule directing judicial candidates to instruct their campaign committees to be cautious about soliciting contributions from lawyers and others likely to appear before the candidate if elected so that no grounds for disqualification are created. Kansas is included in the states studied below because its rule is not as specific as that of Alabama, Alaska, and Mississippi, and it adopted the rule when the Caperton decision was pending. See KAN. SUP. CT. R. 601B, Canon 4, r. 4.4, cmt. 2 (2009).
150 Id. at 14.
independent spending in judicial campaigns by litigants, its adoption by more states could have provided a more definite benchmark for determining how much financial support from a litigant created a conflict that demanded judicial recusal. However, as discussed below, ten years after *Caperton*, only four states have codified Rule 2.11(A)(4), even though the rule was intended to prevent the sort of conflict at issue in *Caperton* and the flood of recusal litigation that some feared following the decision.

A look at the legislative and administrative reaction to *Caperton* and the larger issue of conflicts of interest created by litigant campaign spending reveals that the states’ responses ranged from inaction to the adoption of clear and specific rules aimed at preventing judges from deciding cases involving those who have financially supported their campaigns. A survey by the author using the Westlaw database\(^\text{\textsuperscript{151}}\) revealed that among the 40 states that hold judicial elections, and that did not already have rules addressing judges presiding over cases involving contributors before 2009, 15 states made some legislative or rule change that addressed the subject in the decade following *Caperton*.\(^\text{\textsuperscript{152}}\) These responses took a variety of forms, and some more specifically addressed the situations that require recusal than others. Michigan, for example, amended its rules to mention *Caperton* and included more commentary to explain the applicability of the decision, but it did not adopt any language approaching the specificity of Model Rule 2.11(A)(4) about situations in which recusal is necessary.\(^\text{\textsuperscript{153}}\) Eight states adopted statutes or ethics rules that establish a duty of recusal in some situations when a case involves lawyers or litigants who have contributed to a judge’s campaign; however, unlike Model Rule 2.11(A)(4), these regulations omit any reference to contribution thresholds beyond which recusal is required.\(^\text{\textsuperscript{154}}\) In 2009, Connecticut and Kansas adopted a rule that merely informs judges to instruct their campaign committees not to put the judge into a position where the judge’s impartiality could be questioned by soliciting contributions from those likely to appear before the judge if elected.\(^\text{\textsuperscript{155}}\) Only Arizona, California, New York, and Utah adopted a version of Model Rule 2.11(A)(4) that mandates recusal when lawyers and litigants have donated a

\(^{151}\) The author used different databases for different portions of the research due to the differing availability of information on various subjects in each database.

\(^{152}\) The research for this was done by searching for the relevant provisions of each state’s judicial ethics code wherever that was codified and examining the history of the provision to see if any changes occurred during the time period under study.

\(^{153}\) ARK. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 2.11, cmt. 4A (2019); GA. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 2.11(A)(4) (2019); IOWA CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 51:2.11(4)(a)–(b) (2019); N.M. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 21–211, cmt. 6–7 (2019); OKLA. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 2.11(A)(4) (2019); PA. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 2.11(A)(4) (2019); TENN. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 2.11(A)(4) (2019); WASH. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 2.11(D) (2019).

\(^{154}\) CONN. CODE OF PROB. JUD. CONDUCT, r. 4.4, cmt. 3 (2019); KAN. CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT, r. 4.4, cmt. 2 (2019).

\(^{155}\) https://researchrepository.wvu.edu/wvlr/vol124/iss1/5
specified amount to the presiding judge. The supreme courts of Nevada and Wisconsin considered and rejected rules that closely resembled Model Rule 2.11(A)(4), and West Virginia added commentary to its Code of Judicial Conduct noting that it had not adopted Model Rule 2.11(A)(4). Interestingly, Colorado took the step of clarifying that judges are allowed to hear cases involving contributors but, in accordance with a different provision of the state judicial ethics code, should not be told who gave money to their campaigns.

This author suggested that states might adopt peremptory challenges as a way of reducing litigation over *Caperton* recusal issues. Currently, 17 states that have judicial elections allow litigants to make a peremptory challenge against a judge who has been assigned to hear their case. A peremptory challenge permits a litigant to have a judge removed from a case without having to persuade that judge or another judge that a conflict of interest exists that would warrant disqualification under the state’s code of judicial conduct. This right only exists in trial courts, and states differ as to whether this right can be invoked in criminal cases, civil cases, or in both. In all these states, the rules allowing for peremptory challenges coexist with rules mandating recusal in certain situations. Research by the author using the Westlaw database showed that no additional states adopted peremptory challenges in the decade following the *Caperton* decision.

C. Other Relevant Developments in Judicial Elections Since Caperton

Clearly, predictions that *Caperton* would lead to a new era of judicial selection reform did not come to fruition. Ballotpedia maintains a website that...
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describes the history of state judicial selection reform. A survey of that site revealed that between 2009 and 2019, no state abandoned judicial elections. During that decade, North Carolina switched to partisan elections for its state supreme court and court of appeals in 2016, while West Virginia switched from partisan to nonpartisan elections the same year. Turning to judicial campaign finance, Wisconsin enhanced its existing public financing program for supreme court elections in 2009, only to defund the program in 2011. North Carolina also ended its program of public financing for judicial campaigns in 2013, while West Virginia commenced a system of public financing for supreme court elections in 2012. With that move, West Virginia joined New Mexico as the only two states that offer public financing for any judicial elections.

Regarding some of the other prognostications about Caperton, fears that a decision in favor of the plaintiff would lead to the federalization of state recusal law never materialized, and if there was a flood of Caperton motions, few appear to have been litigated to the appellate stage, which suggests that the courts have not had their work greatly disrupted by these motions. Also, it cannot be ruled out that there was some increase in voluntary recusals because of Caperton or that more litigants might have engaged in strategic spending in judicial races to influence which judges decided their cases than would have without Caperton. However, if an increase in recusals or the use of strategic contributions had been a serious problem in the eyes of state legislatures or of courts, one would assume that there would have been a more robust regulatory or judicial response to alleviate these problems. As it happened, the rather muted response that occurred
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suggests that neither of these issues was deemed serious enough to warrant sweeping changes in judicial recusal rules.

There is little evidence to support the notion that Caperton led to a decrease in the legitimacy of courts, as Chief Justice Roberts and others feared that litigants would use the case to highlight alleged judicial conflicts of interest.174 Polling on the legitimacy of state courts in general during the period is not available; however, a publication by the National Center for State Courts suggests that the size of state courts’ civil dockets did not fall dramatically during the period from 2009–2016,175 which might be expected if the public had lost a significant amount of confidence in the judiciary. Given that around half of Americans have a relatively low level of knowledge about national politics,176 and an even lower level of knowledge about state politics and government,177 it is reasonable to infer that most of the public is not aware of potential conflicts of interest in state courts involving judges and litigants who financially support their campaigns.

Turning to spending in judicial races, Caperton does not appear to have had a significant impact on campaign spending. Data from the Brennan Center for Justice indicate that there was no overall downward trend in spending in state supreme court races between 2009 and 2018.178 Total spending (in 2018 dollars) on supreme court campaigns in the 2009–2010 cycle was $46.1 million, while it was $39.7 million in the 2017–2018 cycle. However, in the three intervening cycles, spending reached a high of $72.8 million in the 2015–2016 cycle and a low of $37.4 million in the 2013–2014 cycle. What these data seem to show is that while spending fluctuates depending on whether the cycle contains a presidential election, Caperton does not seem to have discouraged judicial candidates from accepting contributions, nor has it discouraged anyone from spending to get their favored candidates elected.

Another related factor that could have contributed to Caperton’s lack of impact is the prevalence of dark money in campaigns. It is hard to know how

many donors are spending dark money, or how much of the spending on campaigns is dark money, since the groups spending this money are not required to report all of the expenditures that they make.\footnote{See Rhodes, \textit{supra} note 110, at 177.} However, if Johnstone is correct, the increased ability of corporations and unions to disguise their money through nonprofits might have resulted in fewer \textit{Caperton} challenges than there might have been in the absence of \textit{Citizens United} and \textit{SpeechNow.org}, which increased the amount of money that can be spent on campaigns. Also, it cannot be ruled out that \textit{Caperton} has caused more judges to voluntarily recuse themselves from cases involving litigants who financially supported their campaigns than would have done so in the absence of the decision. However, the presence of dark money or changes in some judges’ recusal propensities could not have made \textit{Caperton} irrelevant, given that large amounts of money are still spent through identifiable channels.\footnote{See \textit{supra} Parts III.G–IV.A.} The courts could have robustly applied \textit{Caperton} to require recusal in cases where litigants were known to have spent disproportionate amounts to secure a judge’s election in those cases that reached appellate courts, and more state governments could have made recusal laws more robust to prevent these conflicts of interest. The fact that neither reaction occurred\footnote{See \textit{supra} note 118, at 3–5.} suggests that other causes for \textit{Caperton}’s reception in the courts and state governments must be investigated.

\section*{V. \textit{UNDERSTANDING THE RESPONSES TO \textit{CAPERTON}}}

This Article presents hypotheses that offer some explanation for \textit{Caperton}’s treatment by the lower courts and state actions regarding judicial campaign conflicts of interest in the decade after the decision. The hypothesis regarding \textit{Caperton}’s reception in the courts relies on recent scholarship suggesting the ability of the United State Supreme Court to induce lower court compliance with its precedents with the language that it uses in its opinions. The hypothesis regarding the reasons for the states’ responses to \textit{Caperton} posits a relationship between the level of perceived corruption in state government and the likelihood that a state would make significant recusal rule changes regarding litigant contributors between 2009 and 2019.

\subsection*{A. Lower Court Compliance Through Opinion Language}

The lower courts’ failure to use \textit{Caperton} as an opportunity to limit perceived conflicts of interest caused by campaign spending is interesting considering the concern that many judges have expressed about the possible effects that campaign contributions have on the judiciary. Although several current and former state supreme court chief justices wrote a brief urging the
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Court to rule in favor of Massey.\textsuperscript{182} many other judges have expressed concerns about the influence that campaign contributions can have on judges.\textsuperscript{183} For example, according to one survey of state judges in the early 2000’s, 80% of the respondents expressed concern that judges were hearing cases involving people who contributed to their campaigns.\textsuperscript{184} Furthermore, state judges promoted efforts to eliminate judicial elections because of concerns about the influence of contributors,\textsuperscript{185} to provide public financing for judicial campaigns, and to enact recusal rules that prohibit judges from hearing cases involving contributors.\textsuperscript{186}

Considering this evidence, why did \textit{Caperton} receive the treatment that it did in the lower courts? Scholars have established that lower courts can exercise discretion in how they interpret and apply United States Supreme Court decisions in order to shape the impact of those decisions on the law and public policy.\textsuperscript{187} For example, Professor Neil T. Romans studied this phenomenon by examining the lower courts’ treatment of two of the Supreme Court’s landmark criminal procedure decisions of the 1960s, \textit{Escobedo v. Illinois}\textsuperscript{188} and \textit{Miranda v. Arizona}.\textsuperscript{189} Romans found the 36 state supreme courts narrowed \textit{Escobedo} to its facts by distinguishing it from the facts in the cases they were considering,\textsuperscript{190} and 34 courts gave \textit{Miranda} narrow interpretations that limited its effects.\textsuperscript{191} In both instances, these lower courts arguably limited each case’s influence in ways that the Supreme Court did not intend.\textsuperscript{192} Given the concerns that many judges have about the effect of election spending on judicial impartiality, and with these examples of lower court disobedience in mind, the question is, why did the lower courts pass up the opportunity to enforce a more rigorous rule of recusal in

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{184} Gary Martin, \textit{Gifts to Judges’ Campaigns Troubling to Voters, Jurists}, SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS-NEWS, Feb. 15, 2002.
\item \textsuperscript{185} \textit{See North Carolinians Favor Change in Judicial Selection Process}, PR NEWSWIRE ASS’N, Mar. 15, 1989.
\item \textsuperscript{186} Shirly S. Arbrahamson, \textit{The Ballot and the Bench}, 76 N.Y.U. L. REV. 973, 999 (2001).
\item \textsuperscript{187} \textit{See, e.g.}, Jerry K. Beatty, \textit{State Court Evasion of United States Supreme Court Mandates During the Last Decade of the Warren Court}, 6 VAL. U. L. REV. 260, 283–85 (1971).
\item \textsuperscript{188} \textit{Escobedo v. Illinois}, 378 U.S. 478 (1964).
\item \textsuperscript{189} \textit{Miranda v. Arizona}, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
\item \textsuperscript{191} \textit{See id.} at 56.
\item \textsuperscript{192} \textit{See id.} at 58.
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situations where litigants have given significant financial support to a judge’s campaign?

Although studies have looked at a number of factors that affect the likelihood of lower court compliance with Supreme Court precedent, Caperton’s reception in the lower courts could be seen as an example of a phenomenon identified in recent studies that have been done on the Supreme Court’s use of language in its opinions to influence different audiences. This is arguably the newest approach to understanding how the Supreme Court influences the behavior of lower courts and has been made possible by the development of software that can analyze millions of words in thousands of opinions, using many different methods to measure clarity or other features of a text. Specifically, Black et al. found evidence suggesting that the Supreme Court writes clearer opinions when the federal circuit courts are more ideologically dispersed in an effort to ward off conflicting interpretations of its opinion by those circuits, while Professors Pamela C. Corley and Justin Wedeking found that higher levels of certainty expressed in the language of a Supreme Court opinion, as measured by the use of certain words, was associated with more positive treatment by the precedent in lower courts.

The findings regarding the Supreme Court’s opinion language offer a new and interesting approach to understanding Caperton’s reception in the lower courts. Note that Justice Kennedy repeatedly mentioned the extraordinary nature
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of the facts of Caperton. He also expressed his confidence that state recusal rules would remain the primary source for recusal law and his belief that application of the constitutional standard enunciated in the case would be rare. In fact, the entire thrust of Kennedy’s argument was that although there had been a due process violation in Caperton, such violations would be rare because due process violations of this type will only be found in the most unusual of circumstances, such as those where the actions of a government official "shock the conscience." In light of the findings of Black et al. suggesting that the clarity of a Supreme Court opinion affects its reception by lower courts, and Corley and Wedeking’s findings about the effects of the certainty expressed in Supreme Court opinion language on lower courts, it is possible that the lower courts’ reluctance to apply Caperton or to find violations of its rule in more cases, was partly a result of the language that the Court used in its opinion. Specifically, the clear, definite, and repetitive language that the Court used to express its view that Caperton violations should only be found in very rare circumstances, along with expressions of its confidence that state law and judicial codes of conduct would resolve most disputes regarding judicial recusal without resort to the Due Process Clause, can help to explain why the lower courts refused to apply this case more broadly.

B. Perceived Corruption and Judicial Conflict of Interest Regulation

1. The Independent Variables

Peremptory Challenges: A peremptory challenge allows a litigant to force the recusal of a judge that she believes would be biased due to campaign contributions. It seems possible that allowing these challenges could make it less likely that a state would feel the need to change its ethics rules to demand recusal due to excessive financial support for a judge’s campaign, since the litigants themselves can eliminate any perceived conflict of interest created by such financial support. Accordingly, whether a state allows peremptory challenges in
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its trial courts was included as a variable in the model. This variable is coded as a one if a state allows peremptory challenges, and a zero if it does not.

Social Indicators of Perceived Corruption: Caperton’s original motion to disqualify Justice Benjamin claimed that Blankenship’s involvement in Benjamin’s campaign created a conflict of interest that required the Justice’s recusal. Many scholars have studied conflicts of interest on the part of public officials as a form of government corruption both in the United States and around the world. Some interest groups believe that campaign contributions to judges and independent spending on their behalf, create a conflict of interest that biases the judiciary. Furthermore, some studies have found that contributions can influence judicial decisions and studies by Professor James L. Gibson and by Gibson and Professor Gregory A. Caldeira found that acceptance of contributions and spending on behalf of a judge by litigants harmed the perceived legitimacy of a judge (operationalized as the judge’s perceived impartiality) in the eyes of the public.

Dr. Rajeev K. Goel and Professor Michael A. Nelson studied the correlates of perceived government corruption at the state level in the United States, using a measure of perceived corruption developed by Professors Richard T. Boylan and Cheryl X. Long. Goel and Nelson found the level of perceived government corruption to be negatively correlated with per capita state personal income, positively correlated with the percentage of the state population living in urban areas, and positively correlated with the state being in certain regions of
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207 James L. Gibson & Gregory A. Caldeira, Judicial Impartiality, Campaign Contributions, and Recusals: Results from a National Survey, 10 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 73, 81, 84–86 (2013).
the country (e.g., the South, the West, etc.). In some models, the authors substituted per capita income for educational attainment, and found that higher levels of education were negatively correlated with the level of perceived corruption.

It is here hypothesized that factors correlated with perceived corruption in a state will also be correlated with a state’s likelihood of adopting measures to mandate recusal. This hypothesis is based on the supposition that where there is a greater perception of corruption, there will be a greater perceived need for clear rules barring judges from presiding over cases involving their campaigns’ financial supporters, as the greater general perception of government corruption increases the perceived need to act against government corruption in all its forms. Goel and Nelson’s findings about the correlates of perceived government corruption informed the selection of two of the corruption variables used in this model. Analysis by the author revealed that the region variables that Goel and Nelson used (Northeast and South), are significantly correlated with the use of peremptory recusal, and with personal income and educational attainment, so they were omitted from the current model to avoid problems associated with multicollinearity. Since personal income and educational attainment are also significantly correlated, this model uses educational attainment and omits personal income. Doing this will also allow this study to test the findings of Dr. Seini O’Connor and Dr. Ronald Fischer, who found that self-expression values (which emphasize quality of life, the value of the individual’s right to self-expression, and the right to political dissent), are associated with lower perceived corruption within the countries they studied. Another study looked at the correlation between liberalization values, which they measured using a variable computed as an aggregated scale based on the items that have been used in multiple World Values Surveys, and education. The authors found that support for liberalization values was highly correlated with support for self-expression values, and that there was a significant positive correlation between a respondent’s educational attainment and support for liberalization values.
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Accordingly, this model includes variables representing the percentage of the state’s population living in urban areas in 2010, and the percentage of the population over 25 that had completed a bachelor’s degree in 2009. The data on urban population levels and educational attainment were gathered from the U.S. Census Bureau.

2. The Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in the study is whether a state made changes to its judicial ethics regulations regarding recusal in cases involving litigants or lawyers who had financially supported their campaigns. If a state adopted such a change between 2009 and 2019, the variable is coded one, and zero if it did not. A state is counted as having adopted such a regulation if (1) that rule specifically addressed situations when judges should recuse themselves from cases involving donors to their campaigns and specified either dollar amounts at which recusal is necessary, or (2) contained language directing judges to consider whether disqualifying bias, or the appearance of such bias, caused by presiding over a case involving a contributor was present. Merely mentioning Caperton’s relevance in commentary without more specific direction as to how judges were to determine whether they should recuse was not counted. Fifteen states were coded as adopting rules fitting the above criteria during the decade.

3. The Database

The database includes states. States that do not have judicial elections of any kind were excluded, along with Alabama, Alaska, and Mississippi, which hold elections, and which adopted rules regulating recusal in cases involving donors prior to Caperton. Information about the state judicial selection methods came from each state’s entry in the Ballotpedia database.

4. The Model

The model was estimated using Firth’s penalized maximum likelihood, a technique that is appropriately used when the dependent variable is of a binary nature and when the number of observations is relatively small.

215 Data available at the United States Census Bureau, https://www.census.gov/data.html (the historical data used for this study are available at this database).

216 These states were Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, and Washington.

Table One: Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of State Population over 25 with Bachelor’s Degree in 2009</td>
<td>-.079</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>.297</td>
<td>.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of State Population in Urban Areas in 2010</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>3.364</td>
<td>.067*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Peremptory Judicial Disqualification</td>
<td>-1.122</td>
<td>.728</td>
<td>2.721</td>
<td>.099*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-2.155</td>
<td>2.729</td>
<td>.707</td>
<td>.400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*= variable significant at the .1 level.

5. Analysis

The results of the analysis mostly confirm the hypothesis stated above, in that all the independent variables had the expected signs, and two of them were significant at the .1 level. Specifically, the study finds that the use of peremptory disqualification and higher levels of educational attainment are negatively correlated with a state adopting recusal rule changes regarding litigants who are financial supporters in the decade after the decision, while states with a higher percentage of their citizens living in urban areas were positively correlated with adopting such changes. For example, some of the states with the highest percentage of their people living in urban areas adopted new recusal rules, including Arizona, California, Connecticut, Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, and Washington, all of which have urban populations that exceed 74%. By contrast, only one state (Arkansas) which had an urban population below 60%

---

218 Degrees of Freedom = 3, Likelihood Ratio Test = 5.6039, Model Significance = 0.13554.
adopted new rules. These results provide some support for the hypothesis that there is a link between the public’s perceived levels of government corruption, and modification of state recusal rules to prevent judges from presiding over cases involving those who have financially supported their campaigns.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study of Caperton’s aftermath shows that there can be valuable lessons learned by studying a case that did not bring about the significant changes in policy that some observers had predicted. Specifically, this survey has presented evidence that Caperton’s reception in the lower courts is consistent with the recent hypotheses that the clarity and certainty of the language of a United States Supreme Court opinion can affect how lower courts interpret and apply its decisions, and that the enactment of judicial ethics regulation might be tied to perceptions of corruption. These findings suggest that more research should be done on the effect that the language of Supreme Court opinions has on lower courts’ interpretation and application of those opinions. Two interesting avenues of research in this area might involve studying the effects of the following on lower court treatment of Supreme Court precedents: (1) the repetition of characterizations of the facts in the Court’s opinion (i.e., are the facts “extraordinary”, “rare,” etc.), and (2) the effect of the Court expressing its expectations about how lower courts should or will apply its opinions. The finding that perceived levels of corruption might be linked to a state’s willingness to adopt clearer rules to prevent judicial conflicts of interest raises an interesting question about the link between perceived corruption and government ethics reform. For example, do governments change their ethics rules to make them more strictly guard against conflicts of interest at moments when perceived corruption is higher? To answer this question, more research is needed into the correlates of perceived levels of government corruption and government ethics reform.

Although Caperton has not had as much effect on recusal law as some had predicted, there is evidence suggesting that it might have more impact in the future. Specifically, a study by Professors Thomas G. Hansford and James F. Spriggs has found evidence that while lower courts tend to initially treat U.S. Supreme Court precedents positively, over time, that treatment moves toward a balance of negative and positive treatment until these treatments occur at nearly the same frequency by the time the precedent is 20 years old.220 If Hansford and Spriggs are correct about cases being treated differently over time, the lower courts may yet use Caperton to bring about more widespread judicial recusal reform in the coming decades if their treatment of it becomes more evenhanded, in the sense that it is relied on to more frequently mandate judicial recusal. The
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catalyst for this change might be the push to end dark money in politics. Proposals have been made at the state level\textsuperscript{221} and at the federal level\textsuperscript{222} aimed at eliminating dark money by requiring nonprofits that engage in political advocacy to reveal the sources of their funding. If campaign spending continues to rise, and if those who wish to financially support judicial candidates cannot as easily conceal that support, more conflicts of interest of the magnitude of the one at issue in \textit{Caperton} might come to light, which could spur the judiciary or the state legislatures to act on judicial recusal reform. In this way, \textit{Caperton} may yet see its day of influence come.
